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INTRODUCTION 
Let k be an algebraically closed field, and let M, be the category of 
algebras over k. The homotopy groups xi(G) of an algebraic group G over k 
are defined (see [ 14, 151) to be the homotopy groups ri(G(k*)) of the 
geometric realization of a simplicial group G(k,) which comes from iden- 
tifying G with a covariant group-valued functor on M,, and then evaluating 
on a particular simplicial k-algebra k, . The k-algebra k, of n-simplices of k:!: 
is defined by 
k,, = k[x, ,..., x,] /(sodyiF ‘)- 
and k, has faces di and degeneracies si which are induced. respectively. by 
the assignments 
di(Xj) = xi, jci 
= 0, j=i 
=-yj-,, j>i 
and 
Si(ey,j) = X,j* jci 
=-Yj+Xi+lr j=i 
=xj+,. j > i. 
These groups are special cases of the homotopy groups of inductive affine k- 
schemes, as defined in [ 151. All of the homotopy groups n,(G) will be based 
at the identity e of the group G(k) of k-rational points of G. 
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The purpose of this paper is to display calculations of some of these 
homotopy groups. The main results may be paraphrased as follows: 
THEOREM 1. A connected algebraic group is path-connected in the sense 
that n,(G) is trimal if and only tf G(k) is generated by unipotent elements. 
THEOREM 2. Let G, be a Chevalley group over k which is of unirersal 
tJ’pe for an irreducible root system @. Then there is an isomorphism 
z,(GO) z K?(k). where K,(k) is the Quillen K-theory of the underlying 
algebraically closed field k. 
THEOREM 3. Let t, : 7ti(GI,) + z;(Gl,+ , ) be the homomorphism which is 
induced b)l the canonical inclusion of Gl, in Gl,, , . Then t, is surjectice for 
r > i + 1 and is injectice for r > i + 2. 
For all of these results, the field k is assumed to have arbitrary charac- 
teristic. 
The body of this paper is divided into three sections, of which the first 
contains Theorem 1. Its proof uses the classical theory of algebraic groups, 
an exposed in [4, 131. More generally, it is shown that, if G is a connected 
algebraic group over k, then the group r,-,(G) is isomorphic to the group T(k) 
of k-rational points of a torus T. This torus has the same rank as a maximal 
torus of the solvable radical R(G) of G. 
The proof of Theorem 2 involves a spectral sequence for the integral 
homology of the classifying space of a simplicial group. Once this tool is in 
hand, the main point of the proof is to show that any faithful representation 
A of the Lie algebra sl(2, C) gives rise to a homomorphism A,: Sl?(k) + 
Sl,+ ,(k) (n + 1 is the dimension of the representation space) which, on the 
level of the second integral homology group, induces an automorphism of 
K,(k). Up to isomorphism. this automorphism is multiplication by the sum 
of the squares of the positive weights of A. counting multiplicities. Theorem 2 
was conjectured in [ 151. Its proof effectively completes the calculation of the 
fundamental group n,(G) of an arbitrary path-connected algebraic group G. 
The homotopy groups of algebraic groups may be viewed as types of 
unstable K-theories of the underlying field k. This idea is made explicit by a 
theorem which is proven in the final section of this paper. The result asserts 
that there are isomorphisms 
q(G(A*)) z KY+ ,(A). i > 0. (1) 
for any k-algebra A and left exact group-valued functor G, where K$ is the 
G-analogue of Karoubi-Villamayor K-theory. k may, in fact, be much more 
general. In particular, the groups n,(Gl,(A*)) coincide with the usual 
unstable Karoubi-Villamayor Kf’ ,+ ,.,(A). Theorem 3 appears in the tinal 
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section as a consequence of a stability theorem for Karoubi-Villamayor K- 
theory, which asserts that the canonical map s,: K:.,(A) + Kf,,, ,(A) is 
surjective for r > d + i and injective for r > d + i + 1. provided that A is 
Noetherian and of finite Krull dimension d. 
In closing, I should point out that Theorem 2 is a generalization for the 
algebraically closed case of a result of Krusemeyer [ 17 1. Some of the 
calculations which appear in its proof are similar to techniques of Wagoner 
and Sah [29 1. Also, the statement and proof of the stability theorem for 
Karoubi-Villamayor K-theory may have been what Bass had in mind in 
[ 2. p. 49 1. Finally, the isomorphisms (1) were first noticed by Rector [ 26 1 in 
the case G = Gl; Jan Strooker has kindly pointed out to me that Rector’s 
argument works in the unstable case as well. 
1. PATH-COMPONENTS OF ALGEBRAIC GROUPS 
We shall follow the practice of Demazure and Gabriel [ 7 ] of identifying 
the category Sch, of schemes over k with a full subcategory of functors from 
the k-algebra category M, to the category E of sets. Recall that afftne k- 
schemes Speck(A) are identified with representable functors M,(A. ); one 
defines, for example. affme rt-space A;’ to be the functor which is represented 
by the polynomial ring k[x, ,..., x,, 1. In this setting, an algebraic group is an 
afftne k-scheme Spec,(A) whose representing object A is a Hopf algebra 
which is reduced and of finite type over k. 
The main reason that something may be said about the group n,(G) of 
path-components of an algebraic group G has to do with the fact that the 
simplicial group G(k,) is a Kan complex. It follows from the combinatorial 
detinition of the homotopy groups of such a complex [ 211 that G(k,) is 
connected as a simplicial set if and only if G satisfies the property that for 
every .Y in G(k) there is a k-scheme morphism CL): Ai. + G with to(O) = e and 
to(l) = s. where e denotes the identity of G(k). In effect, one identifies 
G(k[x,]) with the k-scheme morphisms from Ai to G. and identifies the face 
maps d, and d, of G(k,:) with the functions from Sch,(A:. G) to 
Sch,(Ai. G) z G(k) which are induced. respectively, by evaluation at the 
rational points 1 and 0 in A:(k) z k. An algebraic group which satisfies this 
property is said to be path-connected. The morphism o is a path from e to x. 
When one says that G is connected, on the other hand. one means that G 
is irreducible as a k-scheme. All path-connected algebraic groups are 
connected. but the converse is not true. Let pk denote the multiplicative 
group Spec(k[t, t -‘I). Then the inclusion kc k[.r, . . . . . x,,] induces an 
isomorphism 
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for II > 1 (A * denotes the group of units of a ring A). It follows that the 
simplicial group p,Jk*) is discrete on the group k*, so that pk, although 
connected, is not path-connected. Similar remarks hold for any multiplicative 
group-scheme over k. 
The main result of this section is 
THEOREM 1.1. A connected algebraic group G over k is path-connected 
if and onI>, if the group G(k) of k-rational poirzts of G is generated b), 
unipotent elements. 
The proof of this theorem begins with a construction. Define a subgroup 
G”(k) of G(k) by 
G’(k) = (x in G(k) 1 there is an Q: A[ 4 G with 
w(0) = e and o( 1) = ,Y in G(k)}. 
Then we have 
LEMMA 1.2. G’(k) is a closed, connected. and normal subgroup of G(k). 
Proof: G’(k) is a normal subgroup of G(k) by multiplication and 
conjugation of paths. Let Y,, be the image in G(k) of Al(k) under a path W. 
Then YW c G”(k). The subgroup of G(k) which is generated by all such Y<,, is 
closed and connected [ 13, p. 55 1, and coincides with G”(k). Q.E.D. 
It follows that G”(k) is the group of rational points of a closed algebraic 
subgroup G’ of G. By using the fact that all of the afline spaces A; are 
reduced, one can show that the simplicial group G”(k,) is the connected 
component of the vertex e in G(k,). For this reason. G” is said to be the 
path-component of the identity in G. 
LEMMA 1.3. Let G be a connected algebraic group, and let (G,,)(k) be 
the subgroup of G(k) which is generated bJ9 the unipotent elernerlts of G(k). 
Therl (G,,:)(k) is a closed. connected. and normal subgroup of G(k). 
Proof: Let B be a Bore1 subgroup of G with maximal unipotent subgroup 
B,,. Then, by the Density Theorem [ 13. p. 139 1. 
G(k) = u .uB(k).u- ‘, 
.tcG;lk) 
so that every unipotent element of G(k) is contained in the unipotent 
subgroup B,,(k) of some Bore1 subgroup B of G. All such B, are connected, 
closed algebraic subgroups of G [ 13. p. 1221. so that the subgroup of G(k) 
which is generated by all of the B,,(k) is closed and connected a well. But 
this subgroup is <G,:?(k). Q.E.D. 
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Again, (G,)(k) is the group of k-rational points of a connected algebraic 
subgroup (G,) of G. The connectedness assumption has been made in order 
to invoke the Density Theorem; assume that G is connected from now on. 
Then the next step in the proof of Theorem 1.1 is 
LEMMA 1.4. G’ is a closed algebraic subgroup of (G,:). 
Proof: It suffices to show that G’(k) c (G,)(k). Consider the exact 
sequence of groups 
e + (G,)(k) + G(k) : (Gl(G,jW) + e. 
G/(G,) is a connected algebraic group, and every element of (G/(G,,))(k) is 
semi-simple by the naturality of the Jordan-Chevalley decomposition. Thus. 
G/(G,) is a torus (see [13, p. 1371) so that p(G’(k)) = e by the remarks 
following the statement of Theorem 1.1, whence G’(k) c (G,)(k). Q.E.D. 
Finally, it is well known that any connected unipotent algebraic group U 
over k is isomorphic as a k-scheme with Ai, where n is the dimension of U 
[ 71. There is an isomorphism of simplicial sets 
Ai z k, x ... x k, (n copies). 
so that Ai is contractible since k, is an acyclic simplicial ring (see [ 14, 
16 1). It follows, in particular, that any connected unipotent algebraic group 
over k is path-connected. Since (G,)(k) is generated by subgroups of the 
form U(k), this proves 
LEMMA 1.5. (G,,), is a closed algebraic subgroup of G”. 
The proof of Theorem 1.1 is complete as well. 
There are many examples of path-connected algebraic groups, in view of 
Theorem 1.1. Any semi-simple algebraic group is generated by unipotent 
elements. so that all of the classical simple algebraic groups are path- 
connected. It is also easy to see that the special linear group SI, is the path- 
component of the identity in the general linear group GI,,, for all n > 2. 
It follows from the proof of Lemma 1.4 that the group z,(G) of path- 
components of a connected algebraic group G is the group of k-rational 
points of a torus T(G). The following result specifies its dimension: 
PROPOSITION 1.6. Let G be a connected algebraic group. Then the rank 
of T(G) is the rank of a maximal torus of the solvable radical R(G). 
Proof. Let T be a maximal torus of R(G), let R,(G) be the unipotent 
radical of G, and write H = G/R.(G). Then R(H) is a torus, and the rank of 
R(H) coincides with the rank of T. Moreover, a result of [ 15 ] implies that. 
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since R,(G) is a connected unipotent algebraic group, the sequence of 
simplicial groups 
e--t R,,(G)(k,) + G(k,) !+ Wk,) 4 e 
is exact, where p is induced by the canonical projection. It follows that p 
induces an isomorphism z,(G) z z,JH). and that the tori T(G) and T(H) 
have the same rank. Since H/[H, H] is a torus and the commutator subgroup 
[H, H] of H is semi-simple. (H,, \ = [H. H], and there is an exact sequence of 
groups 
e + F-, R(H)(k) 4 q,(H) 2 (H/[H. H])(k) + e. 
where F is a finite abelian group. The conclusion follows. Q.E.D. 
The following criterion for path-connectedness is a consequence of 
Proposition 1.6. 
COROLLARY 1.7. A connected algebraic group is path-connected if and 
on!,? ifits solLIable radical R(G) is unipotent. 
Consequences of this corollary include: 
COROLLARY 1.8. Let H be a closed, connected, and normal algebraic 
subgroup of a path-connected algebraic group G. Then H is path-connected. 
Proof: R(H) is characteristic in H. hence normal in G and is a subgroup 
of R(G). Thus, if R(G) is unipotent then so is R(H). Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 1.9. Let L be an algebraicall~~ closed field which contains k. 
and let G Ok L be the base extension oL)er L of a connected algebraic group 
G which is defined otyer k. Then G @A L is path-connected otter L if and only 
if G is path-connected oiler k. 
2. THE FUNDAMENTAL GROUP 
The main result of this section is 
THEOREM 2.1. Let G, be a ChetlalleJ* group over an algebraically closed 
field k, and suppose that G, is of unitlersal type for an irreducible root 
qvstem @. Then there is an isomorphism n,(G,) z K>(k). 
Here, K>(k) z nz(BGl(k)‘) is Quillen’s second algebraic K-group of the 
field k. It is well known (see [S. 20, 231) that there are isomorphisms 
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ICI(k) z H2(Sl(k); .f) 
2 H2(Sl,,(k); L) for II > 3. 
and that K,(k) has the Matsumoto presentation 
K2(k) s k* Or k*/(u 0 (1 - U)>. 
where k” is the group of units of the field k, and (U @ (1 - u)> is the 
subgroup of the abelian group k* @I_ k* which is generated by all elements 
of the form u@(l -u) for u in k*. 
The assumption that k is algebraically closed may be used in conjunction 
with certain results of Matsumoto (see 120, p. 28: 17. p. 23 1) to show that 
there is an isomorphism 
K>(k) 2 H2(Go(k); _“) (2) 
for any simple Chevalley group G, of universal type. In effect, K:(k) is iden- 
tified with the kernel H?(G,(k); .C) of the universal central extension of 
G,,,(k) by the assignment 
where, in the notation of 1201. 
c,(u, 0) = h,(u) h,,(Ll) h,(uc) ' for u and 11 in k”:. 
is a “Steinberg cycle” corresponding to a simple long root u E @. The 
resulting isomorphism is independent of the choice of such u [ 20. p. 29 I. The 
assumption that k is algebraically closed also forces K,(k) to be a uniquely 
divisible abelian group [ 3. p. 3561, which is trivial if and only if the 
Kroenecker dimansion 6(k) of k satisfies S(k) < 1 I29 1. 
The proof of Theorem 2.1 requires a certain amount of simplicial group 
theory. Let G be a simplicial group. Applying the classifying space fibration 
functor E( ) + B( ) (usually denoted W( ) + p( ) 12 1 I) to each of the groups 
G, yields a morphism F(G) 4 d(G) of bisimplicial sets. where H(G),,., = 
B(GP),. The diagonal simplicial set d/(G) has p-simplices 
d/(G),, = (g,,,.... g,,). g; in G,. 
and faces and degeneracies defined by 
di( gp,.... go) = (di gp,**., digp-i . dig,,-;. I,...* dig,,) 
and 
s;( gp...., g,~)=(sig,,....sig,,~i,e. sig,- i- , . . . . . s;g,,) 
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(see 16, p. 16 1 I). The actions of G, on E(Gp),, yield an action of G on H(G) 
in such a way that the simplicial set homomorphism #(G) + d. z?(G) is a 
principal Kan tibration. This fibration is classified by a G-equivariant map 
d?(G)- E(G) which is defined on p-simplices by (g,,..., gU)++ 
(gp.d,gp_,. . . . . dgg,). Since the realization of a Kan fibration is a Serre 
tibration [ 24 1. a morphism of Serre fibrations 
d/‘(G) + E(G) 
d. d(G) - B(G) 
is obtained with common fibre G. A well-known result 125. p. 86 1 implies 
that the space dF(G) is the realization of the simplicial space whose pth 
object is the realization of E(G,). Finally. since the spaces E(G,) are all 
contractible, a result of [22. p. 107) implies that the space dF(G) is contrac- 
tible as well. It follows that &Y(G) has the homotopy type of B(G); in 
particular. these two spaces have isomorphic integral homology. The 
homology spectral sequence of a double complex [ 18, p, 3401. together with 
a generalized Eilenberg-Zilber theorem of Dold and Puppe [ 9. p. 2 13 1 gives 
LEMMA 2.2. Associated to a/l)- simplicial group G. there is a spectral 
sequence, i\lhose El-term is given bJ9 EL.,, = H&G,: II). and n*hich converges 
to H,(B(G): 6). This construction is functorial in G. 
Now suppose that. for the simplicial group G, 
the groups G,, and G, are perfect. (3) 
Then the spectral sequence of Lemma 2.2 gives rise to a well-defined corn- 
position 
H,(G,,; --) = EA.> - ES,, --HE;,, 2 H,(B(G); Z-). 
The map El,, ++ Ei., is the cokernel of the map (d,,, -d,,): H,(G, ; Z) + 
H?(G,,: --). It follows that the above composition is an isomorphism if the 
extra conditions 
x0+ : H?(G,: ?) + H?(G, : T) is an isomorphism. 
G, is perfect 
(4) 
(5) 
are satisfied by G. Finally, if it is assumed that 
G is a connected simplicial group. (6) 
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then H,@(G); Z) may be identified with n,(G). for then B(G) is simply 
connected, and there are isomorphisms 
H2(B(G); ZT) r T@(G)) E r,(G). 
All of these identifications and maps are natural for the simplicial groups G 
for which they make sense. 
Now consider the algebraic group Sf,, as defined over the algebraically 
closed field k. and suppose that n > 2. x,(S/,,) is defined to be the 
fundamental group of the simplicial group Sl,,(k,). S/,,(k) and S/,,(k[x, ]) are 
perfect since both groups are generated by elementary transformations. and 
the respective elementary transformation groups are perfect by the relation 
which is valid for all 1 < i #j < n. u in k[x, 1, and f in k*. where JY,.~(u) is 
an elementary transformation matrix, hi,(r) = n~~.~(t) )v~..~(- 1 ), and ids,; = 
Ej,(t) Ej.i(-t -‘) Ei,(r). Observe also that, for all II, the simplicial groups 
Si,,(k,) are connected, and hence so is Sl(k,). By the discussion above, there 
is a commutative diagram 
H,(Sl,(k); 2) -----H H@(Sl,(k,)); -“) 1 n,(Sl,(k,)) 
I I 
HQl(kj; Z) - H@(Sl(k,)); 5) 2 rc,(Sl(k,)) 
(7) 
for which the vertical maps are induced by the canonical inclusion 
Sl,(k*) c Sf(k,), and the horizontal maps come from the respective spectral 
sequences. The map H,(Sf,(k); Z) + H,(Sl(k); Z) is an isomorphism for 
n > 2. in view of the isomorphism (2). 
The inclusion k c k[x, ,..., x,,] induces an isomorphism Ki(k) 2 
Ki(k[X , ,..., x,]) for all i > 1 and n > 1 by Quillen’s “Fundamental Theorem 
of algebraic K-theory” [25, p. 1141. It is a consequence of the K, 
isomorphism that the elementary transformation group E(klx , 1.*., -v,, I) 
coincides with Sl(k[x, ,.... x,]) in Gl(k[x, ,..., x,,]) for all n > 1. In particular, 
W[x,, ~~1) is perfect. Also, the homomorphism sO* : H2(Sf(k); Z) + 
H,(Sf(k[x,]); Z) may be identified with the map H,(E(k); S)+ 
H@(k[x,]); Z) which . IS induced by the inclusion kc k[x, 1; this map is an 
isomorphism, again by the Fundamental Theorem. It has thus been shown 
that the simplicial group Sf(k,) satisfies conditions (3)-(6) which are given 
above. It follows that the bottom horizontal map in diagram (7) is an 
isomorphism, so that the top map is an isomorphism as well. We have 
therefore proven the following special case of the main theorem: 
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LEMMA 2.3. There are isomorphisms 
for all n >, 2 if k is algebraically closed. 
One of the basic ideas in the proof of Lemma 2.3 is the fact that the 
grows Wk L-y, I 1 are perfect for n > 2. In a similar way, starting from a 
result of Matsumoto [ 19, p. 1021 that says that the normal closure of the 
subgroup of G,(k(x,]) which is generated by the elementary transformations 
is all of G,(k[x,]). one may show that G,(k[x,]) is perfect. Thus. there is a 
surjective homomorphism 
H2(G,(k); H) - H@(G,(k,)); Z) z x,(G,(k,)). (8) 
which arises from the spectral sequence for H,(B(G,(k,)); 2). 
Recall that the group G,(k) may be identified with a subgroup of some 
SI,,, ,(k) in a way which is determined by a faithful representation of a 
simple Lie algebra L over C with root system @, together with a choice of a 
L-basis for an admissible lattice of the representation space (which has 1°C. 
dimension N + 1) and the choice of Chevalley basis for L. Let u be a fixed 
long simple root of @. Then, in the notation of 1271, the subgroup of G,(k) 
which is generated by all elements of the form x,(r), x+(t), t E k, is 
isomorphic to S/?(k) since G,(k) is of universal type. It is a consequence of 
the Matsumoto presentation for H?(G,(k); Z) that the resulting inclusion 
S/,(k) c G,(k) induces an isomorphism Hz(S12(k); I) z H,(G,(k); 2). As 
before, the resulting comparisons of spectral sequences yield a commutative 
diagram 
K(G,;k); 2) - H#(G,(k,)); Z) 2 n,(G:(k,)) (9) 
H,(Sl,vf,(k); Z)z H#I(Sl,,.+,(k,)); Z) z q(.Sl,: ,(k,)) 
which incorporates the surjective homomorphism (8). The composite 
inclusion Sf,(k) c G,(k) c Sf,v+ ,(k) is induced by a representation of the Lie 
algebra s/(2, C) in the same way that G,(k) c Sl,v+,(k) is induced by a 
representation of L. Theorem 2.1 follows, therefore, if it can be shown that 
any homomorphism 1,: H,(Sl,(k); E) + H,(Sf,v+ ,(k); Z) which comes from 
a faithful representation A of ~42, 6) is an isomorphism. 
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More specifically, any faithful representation A: s/(2, C) -+ gl( V) gives rise 
to an inclusion i-,: G.,(k) c S/,,+ ,(I?), where dim,(V) = N + 1 and G.,(k) is 
the group of k-rational points of a Chevalley group of type A,. Suppose that 
s/(2. tic ) has the standard Chevalley basis consisting of the matrices 
Then the inclusion i., is determined by a choice of admissible lattice Mc P 
for the representation ,I, and a choice of Z-basis (co...., P,} for M. As is well 
known. these choices determine (N + 1) X (N + 1) integral matrices 
/l(X)“/n!, l(Y)“/ n!, n > 0, and elements 
X(r) = \‘ &Y)“/n! t”, 
I, > 0 
Y(r) = \‘ A( Yy/n! t”. t E k. - 
n 20 
in SI,,, ,(k), and G,(k) is the subgroup of Sf,.+ ,(kj which is generated by 
these elements. There is a covering homomorphism rr: S12(k) --t G-,(k) such 
that 
= X(r) and rr 
for all t in k. The goal is. therefore, to show that the map 1, : H2(S12(k); S ) + 
H2(Sf,.+ ,(k); Z) which is induced by the composition 
Slz(k) -s G.,(k) 2 SI, + ,(k) 
is an isomorphism. Write also ,I* = i-, 0 71. 
As a [C-vector space. the representation space V has a decomposition into 
weight spaces 
where Tc E is the set of weights of the representation ,I, and c E VI if and 
only if 1(H)a = rc. Let M,. = Mn VI. Then 
by [ 12, p. 158 1, so that the Z-basis {LI,,,..., rv} of M may be chosen in such a 
way that each vi is a weight vector. The homology map &+ is independent of 
the choice of such a basis in M. 
Let d(r) = dim,( V,.). Then [ 12, p. 33) r E r if and only if --I E f and 
d(r) = d(-r) for all weights r. The basis {u,,,.... ~1,~) may be arranged in such 
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a way that T(i) < r(j) if i < j, where T(i) is defined to be the weight of the 
basis vector ~1;. The relation 
T(i) = --T(N - i) for O<i<N (10) 
follows. 
For fz > 2, the Steinberg group St,,(k) is defined, as in [8, p. 2441, to be the 
group with generators X,,.,(r), where r E k and 1 < i # j < n, subject to the 
relations 
Xi.j(t) xi.;(s) = Xi.,j(f + ‘1’ (Rl) 
lxi.iCf)3 xm.n(s)l = ’ if ifn, j#m, 
= Xi.n(fs) if i#n. j=m. 
WI 
W&4) XJr) wi,;(u)- ’ = X,,;(-u’t) for u in k*. (R3) 
where w,.~(u) = Xi,j(~) Xi.i(-~ ‘) Xi,.i(~). There is a canonical surjective 
group homomorphism p, : St,(k) + Sl,(k) defined by P,,(X,,~(~)) = Ei,;(t) and 
a short exact sequence 
e + K(rz, k) + St,,(k) 2 Sl,,(k) + e 
which is a universal central extension for S/,,(k). It follows, in particular, 
that the homomorphism A* : S/>(k) + Sl,, + ,(k) induces a unique 
homomorphism A+ : St?(k) + St,.+ ,(k) such that the diagram 
St?(k) 2 St\-+,(k) 
p! ~~‘.’ 
S/?(k) 2 SI, + ,(k) 
commutes. The resulting induced homomorphism A.+ : K(2, k) --t K(N + 1. k) 
may be identified with A, : H2(Sl,(k): T) + H,(Sl.,.+ ,(k); Z). 
In St,(k). define H,.,(r) = Wi.j(f) Wiq,(-l) for t in k*. and set 
C;.Jf, s) = H;.;(f) H;.;(s) N;.,Jfs)-‘. 
for t and s in k* and 1 < i # j < n (see 120. p. 25 1). The group K(n, k) is 
generated by the elements C,,(r, s) for n > 2. But Ci.j(t, s) = C,.?(t, s) for 
1 < i # j < n in K(n, k) for all n > 2 since k is algebraically closed (see [ 8, 
p. 248: 17, p. 23; 20, p. 281). One may therefore write C(t, s) = Ci.j(t, s); in 
this notation, the isomorphism @,,: K(2, k) --t K(rt, k) which is induced by the 
canonical inclusion S12(k) c S/,,(k) is defined by q,,(C(f, s)) = C(f. s). 
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We may now prove 
LEMMA 2.4. Let x = nociGiGn T(i) r(j). Then &(C(t, s)) = C(t, s)“. 
Proof: For u,,,..., U, in k* such that nlrO ui = 1 and O,< n < N, define 
elements J(z~~,..., u,) of St -\,+,(k) inductively on n via 
4~07 u,) = ff,.z(uo) 
and 
&4 0 ,***, U”) = &$,..., Un-2, 
Write also d(u, ,..., u,%,) = p,,,+ ,(J(u~ ,..., u,v)) in Sl,., ,(k). Then d(u, ,..., u,,) is 
the diagonal matrix 
UO 0 . . [ 1 0 . u,, *
It follows from [27, p. 271 that 
I*(d(u, u - 1)) = d(zPO’, UT”),..., ur(,v’) 
in SI,, ,(k). Thus, there is an element w(u) of K(N + 1, k) such that 
A*@(u, u - 1)) = &d’O’, UT”),..., d(4”) I&) 
in St M+,(k). It may be shown that if (u, ,..., u,~,) and (V “,..., v,v) are (N + 1). 
tuples of elements of k* satisfying nr=, ui = nFro ui = 1, then there is a 
relation 
c&u o,..., u,) J(v, )..., v,v) = Lquo u. ,..., U,&J,~) [I c(ui,u,j) (11) 
O<i<ja.V 
in St,V+ ,(k). In particular, there is a relation 
J(i(t, I - ‘) J(s, s - ’ ) = &s, (ts) - ‘) C(t, s) 
in St>(k). Applying the homomorphism A* to both sides of this relation 
yields 
A*(C(t. s)) l&s) = ‘y(t) l//(s) n C(t““‘, P) 
O<i<j<N 
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where the last equality comes from the bilinearity of C. Define Y(t, s) = 
v(t) v(s) W(B)’ in K(N + 1, k). Then !P(t, s) = Y(s, t) since K(N + 1. k) is 
abelian, but we also have 
Y(t, s) =A*(C(t, s)) C(f, s)-I= Y(s. t)-’ 
by the anti-symmetry of C [20, p. 281. Thus. Y(t, s)’ = 1, so that Y(u(t, s) = 1 
and A*(C(t, s)) = C(t, s)I since K(N + 1, k) is uniquely divisible. Q.E.D. 
It remains to compute the integer ,Y, but 
= \’ T(i) r(j) + I-(N)’ 
since Cf=, T(i) = 0 by relation (10). It follows by induction on the 
cardinality of the set {O,..., N) that 
or that x is the sum of the squares of the positive weights of the represen- 
tation A, counting multiplicities. This integer is non-zero since 1 is faithful. 
Thus, by the unique divisibility of K(N + 1, k). 1, is an isomorphism. This 
completes the proof of Theorem 2.1. 
3. STABILITY AND COMPARISON 
In this section, a G-analogue K$ of Karoubi-Villamayor K-theory is 
associated to any left exact group-valued functor G which is defined on the 
category of k-algebras, and a comparison of K;(A) with the groups 
rr*(G(A,)) is obtained for all k-algebras A. This comparison is used in 
conjunction with classical results to derive a stability theorem for the groups 
~(%(k,)). 
Let k be a commutative unitary ring and let M; denote category of 
commutative k-algebras without unit (see [28, p. 4841). Let G be a group- 
valued functor on the unitary k-algebra M,, and suppose that G is left exact 
in the sense that it preserves all finite limits of M,. Then a group-valued 
functor G may be defined on ML in such a way that, if A E ML, then G(A) is 
the kernel of the homomorphism G(pr): G(k@A) -+ G(k), where k @ A is 
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the unitary k-algebra whose underlying abelian group is a direct sum and 
which has multiplication defined by 
and where pr: k @A + k is the obvious projection. The salient features of G’ 
may be summarized as follows: 
LEMMA 3.1. For G as aboce, 
(i ) G’ is left exact, 
(ii) there is a natural isomorphism G(A) z G(A) for unitaty~ k- 
algebras A, and 
(iii) if 
0-I-R-S 
is a left exact sequence in ML, then the induced sequence 
e + G(Z) + e(R) + C?(S) 
is a left exact sequence of groups. 
All affme group-schemes over k are examples of such functors G. 
For A in ML, the algebras EA and QA are defined, respectively. in such a 
way that the sequences 
O+EA+A[x,]LA+O 
of ML are exact, where d, and E are defined by d,(x:=,, ais{) = a,, and 
4x;=, a,?,) = xl=, ai. The functor E has the structure of a cotriple, with 
counit E and a comultiplication which is denoted by ,u. ,u: EA + 
E’A c A[x,, ~~1 is “defined” by ,u(.Y,) = X,X?. Finally, the cotriple E gives 
rise to an augmented simplicial k-algebra E*A in the standard way: E*A is 
functorial in k-algebras A. 
The groups KY(A), i > 1, for a k-algebra A may now be defined (following 
Gersten [ 10, p. 231) by 
KY(A) = T?-&(E*A)), 
where 
@(E*A)) = z@(E*A)) for i> 1. 
&,(C?(E*A)) = the kernel of E, : rr,JG(E*A)) + c(A), 
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and 
?- ,(i?(E*A)) = the cokernel of F* 
= the cokernel of E: G(H) --) G(A). 
The usual Karoubi-Villamayor K-theory of A is K;(A) in the case G = GI. 
Using Lemma 3.1, it is straightforward to show 
LEMMA 3.2. For all A in ML, 
(i) KF(EA) = Ofor i > -1, and 
(ii) the sequence of augmented simplicial groups 
is exact. 
COROLLARY 3.3. For all n > 0 and all A in ML, there are natural 
isomorphisms 
K;+,(A) “= Ky(R”A). 
The simplicial k-algebra A, is defined for k-algebras A (possibly without 
unit) by analogy with the definition of k, that is given in the Introduction. 
This definition gives rise to the groups n,(G(A,)), i >, 0, in the obvious way. 
To see that this second theory coincides with K:(A) for all A in ML, first 
observe that the left exactness of G’, together with the combinatorial 
definition of x”(G(A*)) yields 
LEMMA 3.4. For etler>l A in ML, there is a natural isomorphism 
T-C&A,)) z KY(A). 
The next step is 
LEMMA 3.5. For all A in ML, the canonical inclusion A c A [xl induces 
an isomorphism 
ni(G(A*)) ~ Xi(G(A[vX]*)). 
ProoJ It sufftces to prove the lemma in the case where A is unitary. 
Consider the composition 
A[x]* 3 A, c A[x]*, 
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where d, is the simplicial A-algebra map which is defined by d,(x) = 0. For 
n > 0, define A-algebra homomorphisms 
hj:A[X].+A[x].+,, O<i<n 
by hi(x)=x(xi+, + ..* +x,+, ) and h,(x,) = xi. This collection of k-algebra 
homomorphisms determines a homotopy (see [ 2 1, p. 121) in the category of 
simplicial k-algebras between the identity on A[x], and the composition 
above. It follows that the map G(A,) + (?(A [xl*) which is induced by the 
canonical inclusion is a homotopy equivalence. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 3.6. ni(G(EA,)) = Ofor every i > 0 and every A in ML. 
Proof: The sequence 
e-+G(EA*)+G(A[x],)%G(A,)+e 
is split exact, and e(d,) is a homotopy equivalence. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3.7. There is a natural isomorphism 
TCi+ ICGCA*)) 2 7ci(G(QA*)) 
for every A in M; and i > 0. 
Proof: There is a natural commutative diagram 
PA), 
and exact sequences 
e + @2A,) --) G(E(A.)) ti (?(A*), 
G(E(A,)) -Q% c?(A,) --* K:(A, + e 
of simplicial groups. It is a consequence of Lemma 3.2(i) that Ky(A,) is a 
discrete simplicial group. Thus, there are isomorphisms 
xi+ ,(G(A,)) z zi+ ,(image C(E)) z ~i(G(nA*)), i > 0, 
and the lemma is proved. Q.E.D. 
Putting Lemmas 3.4 and 3.7 together with Corollary 3.3 yields 
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THEOREM 3.8. For every A in M; and ecery i > 0, there are tlatural 
isomorphisms 
KY+ ,(A) 2 T&A,)). 
The isomorphism of Theorem 3.8 is also natural with respect to 
homomorphisms of group-valued functors on ML. A consequence is that 
stability results for one of the above theories yield stability results for the 
other. 
More precisely, define K;*,(A) = KY/r(A) for all k-algeras A. The canonical 
inclusions Gl, c GI,+ , induce natural transformations 
s,:K~.,(A)-,K~.,+,(A), i> l,r> 1. 
There are corresponding natural maps 
f,: ni(‘r(A*))+ ni(G,+ ,(A*) 
and natural commutative diagrams 
in which the vertical arrows are the natural isomorphisms of Theorem 3.8. 
Following Bass (2, p. 451, a k-algebra A is said to have stable K:-range < n 
if s, is surjective for r > n and injective for r > n + 1. A K:-stability result 
for unitary k-algebras which are Noetherian and have finite Krull dimension 
is proven here. 
The proof requires two other notions of stability. which are recalled from 
[2 1. First of all, define 
K , r(A I= WA YE,@ ) for A in M,, 
where E,(A) is the normal subgroup of G/,(A) which is generated by the 
elementary transformation matrices. There are natural transformations 
9,: K,.,(A) -+ K,.,, ,(A), 
and one speaks of the stable K,-range just as above. The following is proven 
in 121: 
THEOREM 3.9. Let A be a commutative unitary ring such that the 
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maximal ideal spectrum max(A) is a Noetherian space of finite dimension. 
Then 
stable K,-range(A) < dim(max(A)) + 1. 
COROLLARY 3.10. If A is Noetherian and of Krull dimension d, then 
stable K,-range(A) < d + 1. 
COROLLARY 3.11. If A is Noetherian and of Krull dimension d, then 
[G/AA ). WA ) I = E,(A ) f or r > d + 2, and the canonical map Gl,,, ,(A) + 
K,(A) = GI(A)/[ GI(A), G/(A) ] is surjective. 
Recall that there are maps d,. d, : GI,(A(x]) + G/,(A) which are induced 
by the A-algebra maps d,. d, : A[x] + A. These homomorphisms are defined. 
respectively, by d,(x) = 1 and d,(x) = 0. Bass defines [2, p. 45 1 an action of 
G/,(A[x]) on G/,(A) by specifying B . M= d,(B) . M. d,(B)-’ for B in 
GI,(A[x]) and M in G/,(A). The resulting orbit space is denoted by 
WA WW Lx 1). Ag ain, there are natural maps 
u, : GILA )/WA lx I) -+ G[, + ,(A WC + , (A 1-v I)
for all k-algebras A. Bass shows [2] 
THEOREM 3.12. If A is Noetherian and of Krull dimension d, then the 
map ~1, is surjectiue for r > d +- 1 and is injective for r > d $ 2. 
The canonical map c: GI,(A) + xO(GI,(A,)) is the coequalizer in the set 
category of the maps d, and d,. The canonical map 7~: G/,(A) + 
GI,(A )/GI,.(A [x]) sa is res xd,, = zd, since, for B in G[,.(A[x]), t f
d,(B) = d,(B) d,(B) d,,(B)-‘. 
It follows that there is a surjection r: n,(GI,(A,)) + GI,.(A)/Gl,(A [.Y 1) and a 
natural commutative diagram 
Theorems 3.9 and 3.12 may now be used to show the following Kt-stability 
result: 
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THEOREM 3.13. Suppose that the k-algebra A is Noetherian and of Krull 
dimension d. Then the map 
t,: T,(GW,:)) + dGI,.+ ,(A,)) 
is surjectiue for r > d + 1 and is injectire for r > d + 2. 
Proof: If I~,(GI,(A #:)) is abelian. then the map r is bijective, for then. 
given H in GI,(A [x]) and M in G/,.(A), [d,(H)Md,(H)-’ 1 = 
[M][d,(H) d,(H)-‘] = [MI, where [MI denotes the class of the matrix 12f in 
x,(GI,(A.)). By Corollary 3.11. [ GI,(A). G/,.(A)] c E,(A) for r > d + 2. so 
that xJGI,(A,)) is abelian in that range. The conclusion follows. Q.E.D. 
In view of Theorem 3.8, Theorem 3.13 says that a k-algebra A has stable 
Kf-range < d + 1 if A is Noetherian and of Krull dimension d. Theorem 3.13 
may be generalized as follows: 
THEOREM 3.14. Suppose that A is Noetherian and of Krull dimension d. 
Then A has stable K:-range < d f i. 
ProoJ Form the pullback 
in M,, where (d,. d,) has components d, and d,. and A is the diagonal 
homomorphism. SA is Noetherian and of Krull dimension d + 1, and there is 
a short split exact sequence 
O+RA+SA+A+O (12) 
in ML. Suppose that n > 0 and it has been shown that R”A has stable KF- 
range < d + n + 1 for all Noetherian k-algebras A of finite Krull dimension 
d. Applying the left exact functor W to the sequence (12) yields a split exact 
sequence 
which gives rise to the homomorphism 
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of short exact sequences. If r > n + d + 3, then s; and s:’ are isomorphisms, 
and if r = n + d + 2, then s: is surjective and sy is an isomorphism, by the 
inductive assumption. A diagram chase finishes the proof. Q.E.D. 
Theorem 3 of the Introduction is a direct consequence of Theorem 3.14. 
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